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ABSTRACT

The use of alloplastic-mesh is now a common practice in hernia repair around the world especially in the developed and industrialized countries [4]. However in developing countries like Ghana, this methodology is either unknown by many local surgeons and general practitioners, or for fear of the unknown, it is not practiced. This study aimed to assess the appropriateness, outcomes and suitability of polypropylene-mesh (Prolene, Ethicon, Belgium) for large incisional hernia and recurrent incisional hernia repair in Northern Ghana as a “Tension-free” operation procedure. All patients undergoing incisional hernia repair of the anterior abdominal wall defects measuring greater than or equal to 5cm in diameter or any recurrent incisional hernia case from January 2010 to December 2013 were eligible for the study. The “Sublay-technique” was adopted for the use of polypropylene-mesh implantation procedure. A total of 270 patients underwent the polypropylene-mesh, “Tension-free”, abdominal wall hernia repair in Tania specialist hospital. The two main indications for the previous laparotomies, prior to the incisional hernia repair in Tania specialist hospital, were median incision for caesarean sections and laparotomy for typhoid intestinal perforations. Patients’ age ranged from 14 to 70 years. All cases were done under spinal anaesthesia. Post-operatively, one patient (0.37%) had superficial wound infection, six patients (2.22%) had seroma formation and three patients (1.11%) had haematoma formation. No patient developed fistula, net dislocation, strangulation, or recurrent hernia in the immediate post-operative six months period. The study recorded no death.

Conclusion: Polypropylene-mesh for large incisional hernia and recurrent incisional hernia repair, is effective, safe and suitable in Ghana, just as it is good for the developed countries.
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INTRODUCTION

Incisional hernia is a type of hernia caused by an incompletely-healed surgical wound. It is usually due to a weakness in the musculo-fascial layer of the abdomen allowing the contents of the abdomen to protrude through the muscle layer. Median incisions in the abdomen are frequent used for abdominal exploratory surgery globally. In Ghana, median incisions are implored for both surgical and gynaecological indications for operational interventions especially under emergency situations or under inexperienced hands. Anterior incisional hernias get their name from their location. These incisional hernias are usually caused by a previous surgical wound; other causes include trauma and congenital problems. Incisional hernias most often develop due to weakness of the surgical wound, which may be due to haematoma, seroma or infection, and all of these result in poor wound healing; it may also be caused by an increased intra-abdominal pressure due to chronic cough (Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease), constipation, obesity, multiple surgeries, urinary obstruction (Prostate carcinoma or Benign prostatic hypertrophy), pregnancy or ascites. They may also occur due to poor surgical techniques, malnutrition and anaemia.
Usually incisional hernia presents as a protrusion at or near the area of a surgical incision, among other signs and symptoms. Any prior abdominal operation can theoretically develop into an incisional hernia at the scar area. However abdominal incisional hernia turns to occur more frequently along a straight line from the xiphoid process of the sternum to the pubic symphysis (linea alba). Hernias in this area have a high rate of recurrence if repaired via a simple suture technique under tension. For this reason it is advised, the repair be done under “Tension-free” repair method using a synthetic mesh.

Hernia repair remains the oldest and commonest surgical procedure performed by general surgeons all over the world [1, 2]. In Ghana, it is common knowledge, that hernias are repaired daily in almost all public and private hospitals in Ghana, accredited by the Ghana health service and the Ministry of Health [2, 32, 34]. Restoring the anatomical structure and the physiological function of the hernia site(s) is very critical for the patient to return to normal life. Post-hernia repair complications include hernia recurrence. Hernia recurrence is a big challenge for both the patient and the surgeon [5]. Hernia recurrence will inflict high physical, social, psychological and financial burden on the patient, family, friends, loved ones and society at large [6].

Incisional hernia repair with tension, risk breaking down and the development of a recurrent hernia. Several incisional hernia repair procedures exist. But it is recommended that “tension free” methods are the most appropriate, (laparoscopic with mesh procedure is better than open method with mesh [26, 27]). The use of mesh is associated with a lower rate of recurrence[16, 17]. From the 1950’s to date, alloplastic-mesh has been used to repair various hernia conditions around the world with documented important advantages. These include, tension-free apposition of tissues and supply of a mesh-layer to strengthen the abdominal wall. This idea of tension-free hernia repair was first proposed by Lichtenstein and Schulman[18], to ensure promising results of hernia repair in the long term. To the best of our knowledge, no documentation exists in Ghana on the use of polypropylene mesh for incisional hernia. Hence the aim of this study was to high-light the methodology in the use of polypropylene-mesh pre-peritonially, its appropriateness and the outcomes in incisional hernia of the anterior abdominal wall seen at Tania specialist hospital, Tamale, Ghana.

Tania Specialist Hospital is a private medical facility approved by the private hospitals and maternity homes board (PHMH) of the Ministry of Health to provide healthcare services including surgical operations. The institution has also been accredited by the Ghana national health insurance authority (NHIA) for the provision of health care services to their beneficiaries and the general public [36, 37]. The two main indications for the previous laparotomies, prior to the incisional hernia repair in Tania specialist hospital, were median incision for caesarean sections and then laparotomy for typhoid intestinal perforations. Patients’ age ranged from 14 to 70 years. All cases were done under spinal anesthesia. Within the first week post-operation, one patient (0.37%) had superficial wound infection, six patients (2.22%) had seroma formation and three patients (1.11%) had haematoma formation. No patient developed fistula, net-dislocation, strangulation, recurrent hernia or died after six(6) months in the immediate post-operatively period. Cost per operation was not factored-in in this study.

Methods

All patients undergoing incisional hernia repair of the anterior abdominal wall defect measuring greater than or equal to 5cm in diameter or any recurrent incisional hernia case
from 2010 to 2013 were eligible for the study following patient’s informed consent. Pre-operatively, 2gm intravenous ceftriaxone was given to each patient just before the skin incision was made. A polypropylene-mesh was implanted using: “Sublay-technique”, that is, putting the mesh between the peritoneum (inner layer) and the musculo-fascial layer (outer layer), with 5cm extension of the mesh around the wound circumference. The mesh was then fixed onto the musculo-fascial layer with single suture vicryl-0. The wound was lavaged with diluted povidone solution, then Ringer’s lactate solution and two (2) sterile drainage tubes inserted.

The abdominal wall tissues were apposed in a “Tension-free” state in all cases and the fascial layer closed with PDS-2 or Vicryl-2 suture. Subcutaneous tissue was closed with chromic-0 suture and the skin with Nylon-1 suture. The post-operative follow-up schedule were 7/7, 1/12, 3/12 and 6/12. Also no stress was to be exerted on the abdominal wall muscles with or without an abdominal corset for six (6) weeks in the immediate postoperative period.

Results

A total of 270 patients underwent polypropylene-mesh, “Tension free”, abdominal wall incisional hernia repair in Tania specialist hospital, Tamale, Ghana, between January 2010 and December 2013. Patients’ age ranged from 14 to 70 years. All cases were done under spinal anesthesia. Within the first week post-operation, one patient (0,37%) had superficial wound infection, six patients (2,22%) had seroma formation and three patients (1,11%) had haematoma formation. No patient developed fistula, net-dislocation, strangulation, recurrent hernia or died after six (6) months in the immediate post-operatively period. Cost per operation was not factored-in in this study.

DISCUSSION

Hernia repair is one of the most commonly performed operations worldwide and Ghana in particular [2, 4, 28]. Daily, locally trained surgeons and general practitioners perform the procedure routinely, in many health institutions across the country [3, 4]. Over 50% of all hernia cases reported to health care institutions may be untreated in African countries, due to lack of adequate or affordable surgical care[4, 29, 30, 31]. In Ghana trained surgeons, gynaecologists and general practitioners perform surgical and gynaecological procedures including caesarean sections, ectopic operations and laparotomy for typhoid intestinal perforations, appendectomy, acute abdomen among other indications and operations [32]. Since the introduction of alloplastic-mesh or commercial hernia mesh over 50 years ago, the developed countries have standardized their usage, enabling a “Tension-free” repair of hernias [4]. Advantages associated with this procedure include shorter hospital stay, earlier return to work, productivity increase, less incidence or recurrence of hernias [16, 17]. However, in developing countries like Ghana where surgery is considered to be a low public health priority, this resource remains underutilized [2, 3, 4, 14], due to the mesh being alleged to be costly and not affordable or unavailable or the surgeons don’t know or have never used polypropylene-mesh for any hernia repair. Today, the most frequently used meshes are those made of polypropylene ( Prolene, Ethicon, Belgium), Dacron and PTFE. The lack of adequate numbers of gynaecologists, general practitioners or surgeons in Northern Ghana for decades to manage the health institutions and also the late hospital reporting attitude, among others by patients has created a lot of post-operative complications following surgery, including the abdominal wall incisional hernia [2, 22, 33]. Most surgical operations in Northern Ghana particularly at the teaching, regional and district levels are done
under emergency situations [22], with high bowel resection rates [33, 34]. The low patronage of family planning services coupled with other traditional and cultural practices, religious beliefs, create a fertile ground for high birth rate in Northern Ghana. Teenage pregnancy is also very high, especially among the Northern “Zongo” communities, with the attendant CPD (cephalo-pelvic-disproportion) labour cases and caesarean sections [35].

In a recent experimental study in Goats, [4], proved that the strength and extent of inflammatory response was found to be superior in the polypropylene-mesh with excellent wound healing. Polypropylene-mesh (Prolene, Ethicon, Belgium) or Mersilene or Dacron has been used for many years as a safe and effective vascular prosthesis with low risks of rejection [29]. This was similar to our study as rejection rate was zero. In addition it has been reported as an effective material for the repair of inguinal and abdominal wall incisional hernias, with low rates of recurrence [23, 29]. That also concurs with our findings, as we recorded no deaths, no recurrence after six(6) months. The polypropylene-mesh can be said to be safe and effective as we had a total of ten(10) cases {3.70%} out of 270 cases, with minor postoperation complications. These were six(6) patients {2.22%} who developed seroma, three(3) patients {1.11%} had haematoma and one(1) patient {0.37%} developed superficial wound infection. All these were rectified quickly before patients were discharged. We employed the use of spinal anaesthesia for all our cases. This was similar to other publications, that many African surgeons prefer general or spinal anaesthesia to perform hernia operations, even in elective cases [14]. Also [4] reported that 48% of hernia operations were done under spinal anaesthesia in Northern Ghana. The commonly reported postoperative hernia repair complications are wound infection, seroma, haematoma, recurrence and net dislocation. [14, 22-24] reported on the incidence of wound infection while [1, 23] reported on seroma and haematoma formation. Our use of intravenous ceftriazone (a broad spectrum cephalosporin) just before the skin incision, the generous wound lavage with diluted povidone solution, Ringer’s lactate solution and the insertion of two (2) large drainage tubes, may account for the low rate of our postoperative complications.

CONCLUSION

This study, therefore confirms and assures all surgeons and general practitioners in general, in Ghana, that commercial- mesh, particular polypropylene-mesh (Prolene, Ethicon, Belgium), for all “Tension-free” incisional hernia (hernia diameter greater or equal to 5cm or a recurrent one) is effective, safe and good in Ghana, as it is in the industrialized world.
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